My Commentary on Dan. 2:43

This verse of Daniel's prophecy represents conditions that were taking place before the flood and which will be occurring in the last days preceding the return of our Lord Jesus Christ to establish His kingdom on earth for 1,000 years. (Eccles. 1:9-11 w/ Matt. 24:37; Lk. 17:26-27)

I will cite an excerpt of an email I recently sent out to those on my email list (this email update is available and posted below).

Whatever is currently occurring in secret laboratories and facilities around the world involving scientists producing modern-day hybrids, chimera's, etc. is a significant adjunct or supplement to the primary and only means known to fallen angels of producing a first generation nephilim-hybrid, and that is ekpomeuo (gross fornication ~ Jude 6-7)! This is what the Bible states which corroborates what the witnesses of this phenomenon have consistently reported which is at the heart of Jesus' prophecy in Matt. 24:37 & Luke 17:26-27.

Regarding Tom Horn's citation of Dan. 2:43, it is highly significant that the Holy Spirit uses the Aramaic word arab three times, translated first as "mixed" and then twice as "combine" (NASB).

Footnote #67 in the NET Bible stated: “The reference to people being mixed is usually understood to refer to intermarriage”

(See also the highly significant article on “Royal Intermarriage”

The same Hebrew term arab is used in Ezra 9:2 and translated “intermingled” describing illicit MARRIAGES with the HOLY SEED or O.T. people of God! This term was also used as a pledge or guarantee between two parties:
(http://biblehub.com/bdb/6148.htm).

In this passage the prophetic implication is that the fallen “watchers” in our generation have once again obtained women by collaborating with “the (contemporary) kings of the earth” (Psa. 2:2 w/ Rev. 6:15; 16:12, 14; 17:2, 12; 18:3, 9; 19:19 etc.) who themselves have sired daughters to be given as a pledge in exchange for technologies which are now being employed by scientists around the world involved in Trans-humanism and Human Enhancement technologies. The other key term used in Dan. 2:43 is the Aramaic word dabaq translated “adhere” (NASB). This same term is first used in the Hebrew O.T. in Gen. 2:24 to describe the “one flesh” union between a man and woman in MARRIAGE (translated ‘cleave’). The language and significance of this passage in
Daniel for these last days is clear: we have arrived; we are at the END of the end of this age!

Maranatha,
Doug Riggs

Expanded comments and clarification on what I have written in a previous update I sent out to those on my email list.

As I indicated from this passage in Dan. 2:43, the Aramaic word *arab* is used three times, translated first as “mixed” and then twice as “combine” (NASB). Also I referenced Footnote #67 in the NET Bible: “The reference to people being mixed is usually understood to refer to intermarriage”
http://bible.org/netbible/dan2.htm

Also, I indicated that the same cognate Hebrew equivalent term is used in Ezra 9:2 and translated “intermingled” describing illicit MARRIAGES with the HOLY SEED or O.T. people of God! This term was used as a pledge or guarantee between two parties. In this passage the prophetic implication is that the fallen “watchers” in our generation have once again obtained women by collaborating with “the (contemporary) kings of the earth” (Psa. 2:2 w/ Rev. 6:15; 16:12, 14; 17:2, 12; 18:3, 9; 19:19 etc.) who themselves have sired daughters to be given as a pledge in exchange for technologies which are now being employed by scientists around the world involved in Trans-humanism and Human Enhancement technologies.

So, what is clear in the usage of *arab* is that inter-marriages are indicated between the subject “they” in this verse, “mixed (arab) with common clay,” which is further defined in this verse as “the seed of men” (Aram.); *Enosh* (weak, frail, mortal man in contrast to God, Job 33:12; Psa. 9:19-20; 10:17-18; 90:2-4 etc.). Note also that the same term *arab* is used in vs. 41 which states that that which is not a part of the “seed of men” (iron) is in a state of being “mixed with common clay”.

From these four uses of this term *arab*, it is clear this end time prophecy is currently being fulfilled with the emergence of the revived Roman Empire (the E.U. and former territories of the Roman Empire). Through the inter-marriage of that which is not human, i.e. fallen angels and the daughters of mankind resulting in an unstable confederation symbolized as “common clay” and is further defined by Jesus’ prophecy in Matt. 24:37-37 & Luke 17:26-27 w/ Gen. 6:1-4. Verse 43 reveals that this is a union that is defined as “they will combine (arab through illicit mixed marriages) with one another with (or in) the seed of men”. This is where intermarriages and the sexual union between fallen angels and “the seed of men” is clearly stated as that which is already realized when this prophecy is fulfilled in the last days. This FACT has been further corroborated by
numerous testimonies of Christian women that I, myself, and others have been working with for over two decades.

Now I need to address the use of the next term “dabaq”. I will respond to a comment from a brother who stated:

The other key term used in Dan. 2:43 is the Aram. word *dabaq* translated “adhere” (NASB). **This same term is first used in the Heb. O.T. in Gen. 2:24 to describe the “one flesh” union between a man and woman in MARRIAGE (translated ‘cleave).** The language and significance of this passage in Daniel for these last days is clear...

As already noted the usage of the term ‘arab’, which is used three times in this verse, establishes the FACT that this prophecy is fulfilled through intermarriage and illicit sex with that which is not human “just as it was in the days of Noah”. So why does the Holy Spirit through Daniel employ the use of the term *dabaq*? As I originally stated this term is first used in the Bible to define the “one flesh” union between Adam and Eve in MARRIAGE. By the use of the term *dabaq*, Dan. 2:43 does not state that there is not sex involved but that the bond or union that unites these marriages will not hold together but will break apart and will become “divided” (Aram. Peleg vs.41). The Hebrew cognate “always signifies unnatural or violent division arising from inner discord or disharmony” (Gen.10:25; 1 Chron. 1:19; Psa. 55:9; Job 38:25 K&D commentary Vol. 9 pg. 108) which is what is indicated by the use of *dabaq* in the context of this passage in Daniel. Therefore when Holy Spirit through Daniel states “they (the “iron” seed of the serpent?) will not “adhere” (*dabaq*) to one another”, this does contradict the previous usage of *arab* as noted in this verse but that these marriage unions which make up the backbone of the revived Roman Empire will not remain intact but become “divided” (Dan. 11:36-45).

The key to understanding this term *dabaq* is that its primary meaning is not sexual union but to “cling to someone in affection and loyalty” (TWOT Vol. 1 page 178). Example Ruth (*dabaq*) clung to Ruth in loyalty and affection in Ruth 1:14 (no sex here). The men of Judah (*dabaq*) clave in affection and loyalty to David their king during Sheba’s rebellion (2 Sam. 20:2). “Most importantly, the Israelites are to (*dabaq*) clave to the Lord in affection and loyalty in contrast to the false gods of the heathen (Deut. 10:20; 11:22; 13:4; 30:20; Josh. 22:5; 23:8) if God’s blessing is to be theirs”.

So, what are we to conclude from the use of *dabaq* in Dan. 2:43? In spite of the fact that the last days will be “just like the days of Noah” (which involved the illicit sexual unions between fallen angels and the daughters of men producing nephilim-hybrids before the flood) this same satanic strategy and conspiracy will not hold together (“adhere”) but will in the end of this age disintegrate under the judgment of God. Therefore, we see from this passage that satan’s plans, as prophesied in Psa. 2:2 w/ Rev. 6:15; 16:12-17; 17:2, 12-14; 18:3, 9; 19:19, will be utterly defeated. This is further explicated by the
concluding phrase “even as (literal physical) iron does not combine (arab) with pottery”. In fact, we now know through our work with SRA/DID survivors that these marriage unions involve both spiritual and physical symbiotic unions that have been generationally and historically realized in those Christian women who have conceived nephilim hybrids in these last days. Through the work of counseling and intense spiritual warfare these marriage unions are currently being abrogated, dismantled and rendered null and void!

Blessings,
Doug Riggs

Link to website: www.dougriggs.org

Link to Satan’s Last Days Hybrid Breeding Program
4-part YouTube series: http://goo.gl/K93lik